	DALI CONTRol GATEWAY 
	General
	The lighting control gateway shall be a microprocessor-based unit specifically designed to provide DALI control for lighting systems. The unit shall be a Response 0-10V Gateway as provided by ETC, Inc
	The gateway shall permit DMX-512 data to be received and converted to DALI control output for one DALI loop.
	Gateways shall communicate over DMX directly with any DMX512 complaint control system
	Connections shall be made between gateways, consoles, architectural systems, and PCs over standard DMX512A distribution systems using Belden 9729 or approved equal
	The gateway shall support multiple protocols including:
	ANSI E1.11 USITT DMX512-A
	ANSI E1.20 Remote Device Management
	The gateway shall be listed to the following standards:
	The gateway shall be tested to UL standards and labeled as ETL Listed

The gateway shall be RoHS Compliant (lead-free)
The gateway shall be CE compliant
	The gateway shall have a backlit display for identification, status reporting including:
	Status of DMX and DALI bus connections
	Configured DMX start address of the gateway
	Number of connected DALI devices
	Gateways that do not indication of system status shall not be acceptable
	Processor
	Maximum delay time from input to output shall not be greater than one DMX packet time (approximately 22 mSec.)
	A minimum DMX update rate of 40Hz shall be sustained under all conditions unless specifically configured for a slower rate for compatibility with 3rd party DMX devices
	Mechanical
	The gateway shall be DIN-Rail Mounted on DIN 43880 (35/7.5) rail
	The gateway shall be constructed of an extruded aluminum enclosure that fully encloses all of the control electronics. Gateways that utilize exposed PCB components shall not be acceptable
	Three wiring connections shall be required for connection to the lighting system
	12-24VDC power on a three pin removable terminal
DMX input connection using an 8-pin pluggable terminal
	DMX connections shall support Belden 9729 (or equal) cable using rising clamp screw terminals of Belden 1583A (or equal) cable using insulation displacement connectors. Gateways that do not support Cat5/Cat5e cabling for DMX shall not be acceptable
	DALI writing on a removable terminal with support for two DALI bus connections
	Dimensions shall not be more than 5.28” wide (134mm) x 4.13” (105mm) deep x 1.22” (31mm) high 
	Electrical
	The gateway shall provide output for one DALI loop of up to 64 DALI devices 
	DMX Ports
	DMX Ports shall comply with the requirements of ANSI E1.11 DMX512-A standards
DMX input shall be optically-isolated from the gateway electronics
DMX output shall be earth-ground referenced
DMX Port shall be capable of withstanding fault voltages of up to 250VAC without damage
	DMX port shall provide an onboard DMX termination switch for use when the gateway is the last device on the DMX line.
	Power shall be provided by a low-voltage DC power input utilizing an isolated in-line power supply capable of an operating range of between 12-24vDC
	Configuration
	The gateway shall be configured using an integrated display screen and a four button interface
	Each DMX gateway shall receive control from up to 512 DMX 
	The gateway shall support a configurable start address from 1 to 512 and use consecutive addresses or utilize a custom patch table for use of non-sequential DMX addresses
The gateway shall utilize an algorithmic dimming conversion to ensure fade performance
	The gateway shall support failed DALI device replacement without the need for reconfiguration or software.
	All relevant configuration information shall be stored in non-volatile memory at each gateway. The system shall recover from a power outage without requiring reconfiguration. Gateways that do not support non-volatile storage of data routing shall not be accepted.
	Environmental
	The ambient operating temperature shall be 0° to 40°C (32° to 104°F). 
The storage temperature shall be -40° to 70°C (-40° to 158°F). 
The operating humidity shall be 5% - 95% non-condensing. 
	System Requirements
	Provide the quantity and type of gateways required, as scheduled. Gateways and software shall be as manufactured by ETC Inc. of Middleton, WI.

